
At JRC, we have manufactured 
conveyor belt components such 
as rollers, pulleys and stands for 
over 60 years. Our fully auto-
mated roller production line – the 
only one in Japan – helps us to 

deliver a consistent supply of 
top-quality products.

Our conveyor parts can be found 
in thermal power plants, steel mills, 
mines, cement plants, recycling 
facilities, sewage treatment plants 
and other sites that support so-
cially critical infrastructure. They 
are also widely used in civil engi-
neering projects such as tunneling, 
reclamation and dam construction.

In recent years, we have not 
only provided products, but have 
also offered solutions to problems 
that occur at sites where conveyors 
are used, tying in with our company 
slogan: ‘Discovery to Development’. 
We create based on the discovery 
of issues customers have, and look 
to provide answers that ensure 
products function well.

In addition to proposing im-
provements, we believe provid-
ing maintenance services for 
conveyor equipment will be cen-
tral to our business model mov-
ing forward. We want to step 
up our development of remote 
monitoring systems that are tai-
lored to our customers’ varying 

installation environments and 
conveying conditions. 

While conveyor belts are our 
main business, we are also devel-
oping a ‘smart factory’ that uses 
robotics. With a compact design, 
it seeks to solve the manpower 
shortage arising in Japan due to 

population decline. We want to 
introduce this technology over-
seas, as well; specifi cally, we aim 
to expand into developed countries 
with signifi cant mining industries.

With the aid of the country’s fi rst and only fully automated roller production line, JRC 
provides tailored conveyor solutions to a wide swath of industries both in Japan and abroad.

Japan’s conveyor belt and industrial transport 
robotics specialists

www.jrcnet.co.jp/

“We use our expertise 
and experience to solve 
customers’ problems 
and expand our business 
domain as a total 
‘solution provider’ for 
industrial transport 
operations.”

Minoru Hamaguchi, 
President, JRC Co., Ltd.
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“Scribing is the origin of glass 
processing.” That is the mantra 
upon which SHIRAI TECH was 
founded over half a century ago, 
says president Hiroshi Shirai, who 
remains proud of the company’s 
great responsibility.

The company has progressed 
eagerly in technological innova-
tion. “We have standalone ma-
chinery that can scribe glass with 
irregular shapes. This can be used 
in the processing of LCD panels 
for automotive applications. Also, 
the separation of irregular-shaped 
glass, which previously had to be 

done manually by humans, can 
now be processed in-line via robot-
ics,” Mr. Shirai explains.

“We also have developed a 
non-fl ipping scribing system that 
eliminates the need for inverting 

the panel – which can cause dam-
age – by scribing the top surface 
of an LCD panel consisting of two 
pieces of glass laminated together, 
then lifting it from above during 
the next stage, and scribing it from 
the bottom side.”

“In addition, we have been pro-
ceeding with a new approach for 
the grinding process. We developed 
a special outer case that covers the 
grinding wheel, reducing the amount 
of water used to less than one-tenth 
(compared to our existing products), 
and further reducing subsequent 
cleaning and drying processes.”

Since the launch of its comput-
erized scribing equipment in the 
1980s, SHIRAI TECH has been a 
pioneer in the glass industry and will 
continue to develop groundbreaking 
products in the future.

www.shirai-tech.co.jp/en

“We are looking to continue 
to help our customers 
properly produce, scribe 
and grind panels to meet 
their needs.”

Hiroshi Shirai,
President, 
SHIRAI TECH LIMITED

In modern times, the average consumer is unaware as to how important glass 
processing is in regular manufacturing, and SHIRAI TECH plays a crucial role in 
ensuring that glass is processed to the highest standard. 

SHIRAI TECH provides key glass scribing 
machines for a range of industries 

Labor-saving equipment

Water scattering prevention grind

Robot-breaking (irregular shaped) Non-fl ipping scribing machine




